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Our Ambulance Service is Prompt and Complete.

FEBRUARY 26,

Ring No. 75

terms of several Territorial officers,
and Ms prisoner reached tie corner
who are apointed by tbe governor,
be
of Pecos and First the Mexican
will expire this week. On Thursday
gan fighting the officer and trying to
the terms of tbe auditor, tie treasurget away. The Mexican is a big, pow
er, superintendent of the penitentiary
erful man, and officer Witt is but me
the superintendent of public instruc
dium slse. The Mexican was getting
tbe traveling auditor and the
tion,
pulled
and
Wilt
his
him
the better of
game warden will expire. On Friday
club and knocked the Mexican down
the term of the superintender of intwo or three times. Once the Mexisurance will expire and on F'lturday
can got the officer down. Finally the
the term of office of the public prinMexican succeeded in taking away
ter will end. It is understood that
Che officer's club and .started toward
APPRO- the Governor has decided upon the ap
PASSED
VISITS him to use the dub ra him, when RESOLUTIONS
GREAT OIL PROMOTER
pointees wbich he will send ; to the
PRIATES BALANCE OF THE
ROSWELL FIELDS.
Witt pulled bis revolver, a forty-fivFIFTEEN THOUSAND.
Council and it is also .beliewd that
and fired twice. This did not stop
nominations will be promptly confirm
the Mexican. He came forward, grab- ed.
ibed Mr. Witt by the collar and was
about to club him when the officer
It is provided toy law that the pubfired again, the Mexican falling this
lic printer shall be elected by tie legDON'T PROMISE MONEY time.
islature, but there Is a bill now pendCOMPROMISE ing which provides for the abolition
Thi3 Is the way it happened, ac A COUNTY
cording to Mr. Witt's statement. Po
of this office and it Is quite probable
liceman Champion and other people
that, the bill will .be passed so that
came up speedily, baving heard the
the public printing will be h to the
shots, and Witt turned over his gun
Such action vould reSays That He Will Consider Matter to Champion, saying that he had shot Artesia County Workers Propose lowest bidder.
saving
a
of thousand of dolsult
in
Drilling
of Putting Up Money for
man, but that he had to do it In Amendment to Do Away With Its lars to the territory annually.
the
Wells and Will Write From PittsObjectionable Features. This Does
It looks much as though there had
burg. Considers Oil Seeking an ExSome GenThe wounded Mexican was moved
Not Satisfy Cameron.
formed in the house of represenbeen
pensive Business.
to St. Mary's hospital, and Doctors
eral Observations.
a society for the promotion
tatives
Yater. Bradley and Mayes were sumpolitical
aspirations. Certain memof
moned. They decided that the man
together for the paspulling
are
bers
was too drunk to be operated on, but
sage of bills, through that boiy which
they found that one bullet had enter
are not even expected to reteive favJohn H. Galey, the great oil pro- ed below the abdomen and gone thru Special to The Daily Record.
orable consideration in the council.
joint
26.
A
lodging
body,
Feb.
skin
just
under
M..
the
Fe,
N.
the
who
has
Pa.,
Santa
Pittsburg,
moter of
Many of these hills are introduced
been here three days investigating at the backbone. Another bullet en resolution, No. 7, an appropriation for by members of tbe house in order to
ranged
arm
and
tered
left
under
the
evening
employees was passed last
Roswell's proposed oil field, left this upward. He
has little chance of re- under a suspension of the rules. It make themselves "solid" with their
constituents and do not entertain the
morning for his home and before covery.
carried a little more than seven thous
hope that their measures will
leaving gave a verbal report of what
Ramon Gillen was about 40 years and dollars, being the remainder of faintest
through
get
the council. These memhe saw while here and his opinion old and bad lived in this part of the the fifteen thousand dollars allowed bers will go before their constituents
Territory many years. He was known by congress, $4,198 for the house and
of oil conditions. He said:
and say that they succeeded in pass"I am greatly pleased with my vis- as a (bad man, and many Mexicans $3,064 for the council. Hudspeth made ing the bills in the house, font that
r
it in Roswell. I came here to inves- feared him. He worked as a con- a protest.
the council, for some unaccountable
for O. Caillouette, who
The Artesia people are .today work- reason failed to act on them..
tigate the reports of spend id oil show
year
dangerous.
a
About
him
amendment to
ing on a proposed
ings, and was not disappointed. I sidered
Representative Ruppe's bill providfind the indications better than those and a half ago Ramon completed a their county bill which they claim ing for local option is receiving some
years
two
New
Mexico
the
term
of
in
obwill do away with many of the
seen before the development of the
attention, though it is not believed
Beaumont field. I have viewed the penitentiary for cutting the throat jections to the creation of the pro- that a local option bill can be passed
Santiago
fatally)
Montene(not
of
contends
county.
posed
Mr. Cameron
work of prospecting that has been
at this session of tbe legislature.
done and am pleased with it, I am gro, in the Green Front saloon in that the bill cannot be made to meet There is but one total abstainer in
ago.
years
Sevcity,
peoabout
four
this
of
majority
the
approval
a
Comof
the
confident that if the Roswell Oil
the entire membership of the legispany's well were torpedoed today it eral stories are told of his having a ple In the proposed new county it- lature and that is representative Walfamself.. This morning the council passwell. Tor- long knife yesterday. He has no
l
would make a
ters, of San Juan.
pedoing always greatly Increases the ily or relatives, so far as could be ed a substitute for Council Bill No.
private interests
by
Mr. Bursum's
sympathy
given
no
He
is
to punish certain
7 by Cameron,
flow of a well. Both of the wells now learned.
year,
bis almost
which,
demanded
last
case.
tnose
familiar
most
with
the
passed
the
also
council
crimes.
put
"to
a
The
down
started should be
Mr. Witt has been an officer here house joint resolution No. 7 for the undivided attention do not seem to be
depth of 2.000 feet before they are
r and elsewhere for twenty years, and
payment of employees, Cameron vot- pressing this ' year, at any rate, he
stopped. No oil field is developed
shooting.
the
is
first
this
ing No. It now goes to the Governor. finds time to remain in Santa Fe a
many
that depth. I have seen
Ruppe has Introduced a bill placing good deal and he a pears V. ?ke great
wells left in the condition of those
Fight in Chicago.
Traction
regulations
the sale of interest in the members of. the legiscome
somebody
else
of Roswell and
Chicago, Feb. 25. At a meeting to strict
liquor, and placing the matter in the lature. He has not yet succeeded in
along, drill from five to two hundred day
of representatives of various com hands of an excise commission of convincing the members of the counfeet deeper and get a gusher.
mercial organizations, improvement
"Of course I understand that pros- associations and citizens' clubs the three. It has merit, ibut will not pass. cil that the salvation of New Mexipecting is an expensive (business, es- Citizen's Traction Settlement commit A San Miguel county delegation is co depends upon the passage of the
here asking for an increased appro- district attorney bill introduced by
pecially in oil fields. It is especially
was organized for the purpose of priation
tee
acfor the Normal University. his friend Beach. There are some of
costly ra Roswell and vicinity, on
making an enthusiastic but noparti-sathe members of tie council who have
count of the price of coal and its disstreet Special to 'the Daily Record.
campaign
the
favor
of
in
suspicions that Mr. Bursum has a
you
tance from supply houses. Then,
railway ordinances. The committee
Feb. 25. Fifteen deep personal interest in this matSanta Fe, N
bave some very bard rock to drill will seek to secure the ratification at
bills were introduced in the house ter and that this is why he finds the
through here. The work here is escoming April elections of two ordi th.s afternoon, and one joint resolu- winter climate of Santa Fe so conthe.
But
pecially tedious and expensive.
nances recently passed by the city tion. Among the bills was one by genial. The
of the
It ought to be done.
council, whereby the city will become Ruppe to regulate the traffic in intox- penitentiary appears
deeply
be
to
say
just
prepared
to
am
not
what a partner in the combined and con"I
memmortified
of
the
failure
the
by
at
Mullens
one
Kquors,
icating
and
I will do, if anything, toward consystem of street railways, in reference to artesian wells. The bers of the council to rush to his restinuing this prospecting. I will study solidated
to 55 per cent, of the net resolution appropriates $7,260 for the cue, Ibut his mortification on this acmy way bome. It and entitled
the matter over-oprofits (to be derived from their opera- payment of employees and contin count Is as nothing compared to the
is .possible that when I reach Pitts- tion,, together with
privilege of gent expenses covering the balance mortification which is rapidly preparburg I will quit the oil business, as becoming sole owner the
whenever
it Is of the fifteen thousand dollars left ing this bill for the legislative grave
I have
extensive interests' that deemed feasible and desirable, upon
yard. A couple of weeks ago the two
by the former resolution.
my
will
write
much
I
time.
of
take
presnotice.
giving
six
months'
The
or
in
three papers which speak up in
were
introduced
the
bills
Three
the oil promoters of Roswell as soon ent street car service afforded the
when Bursum pulls the
Council. One by Miera provides for concert
as I reach borne and advise them as people
Chicago Is entirely inade- better assessment of certain classes strings were saying that the district
of
to what I will do.
quate and insufficient and the princi- of property. It taxes the output of attorney bill would pass the counpal fight of the municipal campaign saw mills and mines. A tax of fifty cil unanimously In a few days, but
CAZIER 8 ELLS SHELBY
TO HARRY KERCH EVAL. will be waged over the various meth- cents per thousand feet, board mea of late they have been strangely silGeorge 'W. Cazier has sold the fix ods of remedying traction difficulties. sure, is to be imposed on saw mill ent on .this point.
products, and ten cents per ton on
tures, furniture and business of the
The opposition to the governor very
New Leg From Dog's Bone.
greatly over estimated its strength at
Shelby Hotel to Harry Kercheval, a
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 26. By the all coal mined.
The hearing before the committee the beginning of this legislative seslate arrival from Rockjxn-t- , Ind. The removal of ten inches of diseased
deal was closed and the new land- bone from his right leg and the In- on Counties and County Lines on sion. Some of these gentlemen were
lord took charge this morning. The sertion of a bone of similar length the part of Artesia county has been going to see that bills were passed
consideration of the sale was $3,000. freshly taken from the hind leg of completed, and the report on this at pleasure over the governor's veto
The new landlord Is accompanied a dog, little Daniel Buck, the 10 year matter may be made at any time. but it may be noted that five weeks
here by his wife and two children, old son of Dr. J. H. Buck of Lansing, The indications are that a combina of the legislative session have passand they consider themselves perm Michigan Iras been transformed from tion has been formed to pass several ed into history and one joint resoluanent fixtures In Roswell. Mr. Kerch an apparently hopeless cripple to a county bills through the. house. In tion is all that has been passed over
eval will start in on a progressive healthy youngster sound of wind and cluding Artesia county. Without a the governor's veto. Even this would
scale by giving a 'big. chicken dinner limb. The operation, considered one combination of this sort no new coun not have been possible except for the
agreement, which was embodied in a
tomorrow. Mr. Oaaier will rest for a of the most wonderful In American ty will be created.
resolution, to account for all of the
while, during which be will take a surgical annals was performed about
money apropriated by the resolution
Some General Observations.
trip to Missouri. He will continue to a year ago by Detroit surgeons, but
and the agreement to reduce the num
make Roswell his borne.
the bandages have just been removed Special Mail Correspondence.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 24. The ber of employes so that the contin- and the boy Is allowed to discard his
OFFICER WITT SHOOTS
crutches. He now runs about freely
A DRUNKEN MEXICAN. and is apparently as strong as any
Night Marshal W. M. Witt shot, boy of his age.
faulty. It is thought, a drunken MexNew Machinery at Cement Plant.
ican named Ramon Gillen. whom he
A consignment of new machinery
was trying to bring to the county
jail at one o'clock last night, between has arrived at the plant of the Hon
Main and Pecos avenues, on First do Stone Manufacturing Co. that will
We pell " Couches, Davenstreet. Mr. Witt was the only witness greatly facilitate work there in the
that
One
a
mixer
machine
future.
is
to the shooting, and according to his
ports, Lounges, Folding
will do the work of several men in
story, the shots were fired in
Beds.
but after all a
His statement is generally mixing sand and cement for blocks,
jrood substantial Iron Bed
accepted, and it la not probable that brick, tiling, etc. Another machine is
with a nicA Felt Mattress
any legal move will be made against a brick mould that will turn out 20
and a rood Steel Coil Spring
blm. although be gave himself up to brick a minute. The increasing busi
ness of this enterprise has demand
a brother officer after the ' ahootlng ed
is the Best sleeping place
the new machinery.
and is practically under arrest, pendyou
can buy. This bed
ing the probable death of the MexiMme. Nordica in Kansas City.
as described for
complete
can.
Kansas City, Ma, Feb. 26. Mme.
only
$25.
Witt and Night Officer Jim Cham- Lillian Nordica and Florehe io Constan
pion were on their way to Chihuahua tlno, tbe great Italian tenor, are here
disfaiobance when ith the San Carlo Company and will
addition to quiet
Our Speciality is Good Bed.
near them just below Pecos avenue appear tonight in a rendition of "La
the drunken Mexican began yeHing Giocoada," The engagement will Uk
in such a manner as to disturb' the three nights and
to be sung
peace. They placed Mm under arrest include "Rigoletto," "La Traviata."
wKb little trouble, and WKt started and The Barber of Seville'
The
THE LEADERS. ,
back to jail with him. Champion go- company will go from bere to "the Pa- to on toward Chihuahua.' When Witt clflc coast for an early spring; season.
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tory to the general public and it Is
thought that tbe people generally, as
well as the council and ditch com
panies, will receive their finding with
out complaint.

HARRIMAN

AS WITNESS

A

PANAMA BID

REJECTED

REPLY TO ATTORNEY
GENERAL REID'S LETTER.

In reply to the letter received yesterday from Attorney General Reid
and published in the Daily Record,
County Treasurer Smith Lea has
TESTIFIES IN RAILROAD INVESTI written the following letter, which NONE WERE ACCEPTABLE
the Record Is permitted to copy:
GATION BEFORE INTEREXPLANATION TO BE IS-

AN

"Roswell, N. M-- , Feb. 26, 1907.
SUED LATER.
"Capt. W. C. Reid, Santa Fe, N. M.
"My Dear Sir:
Yours of the 23rd
inst. received. I have also seen a copy of it published in the Roswell Rec
ord. As I read H I was surprised,
mortified and then out of humor. I
STEVENS TO RETIRE
HE DID NOT KNOW
am sorry that you used language
that requires a reply, but ' there is
one sentence in your letter wbich I
cannot let pass unnoticed, and in re
plying to that, I will comment on
The President Has Received and Acsome of the other.
cepted His Resignation.
Will Be
Could Not Tell if He Had an Interest
First: I will say that after seeing Succeeded by General Goethale.
in the Laclede Construction Co.
This Company Had Built Railroads the way you distort the meaning of Supreme Court Decides New Mexithat interview, from co Land Case.
and Harriman Was One of the and
now on I will be more charitable toOwners.
wards newspaper correspondents who
make mistakes.
Second: If I had been allowed to
read that interview, and accorded
Feb. 26. It has
Washington, D.
STATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.

mis-quo-

New York, Feb. 26. E. H. Harriman took the witness! stand again to
day when the Interstate
Commerce
Commission
resumed its investigation into the affairs of the Union Pacific and allied lines. Yesterday Har-

riman answered all questions frankly,
except na he refused on advice of
counsel to tell of his personal hold
ings in the Chicago & Alton, even
after the Commission ruled that he
should answer. His refusal was recorded so that the question of contempt could (be brought to the attention of the U. S. Court if desired, but
Kellogg, of counsel for the
Frank
government, who is questioning the
witness, said he might not ask for a
ruling of the courts, as the information sought may be obtained from
other witnesses.
Yesterday was Harriman's 59th
birthday, and he announced his intention to retire when he is sixty.
Harriman testified yesterday that
he did not know whether or not he
had an interest in the Laclede Construction Co.. which had built. the St.
Louis, Peoria and Northern railway,
and this morning Kellogg produced a
contract relating to the Chicago Terminal Transfer Co. showing that Harriman, George J. Gould, James
and Jacob Schiff were owners
of the company. The witness said the
document was no doubt correct, and
that possibly he had acted in fixing
the price of the road when it was
sold to the Alton.
After reciting the statement of the
Chicago & Alton showing
interest
charge, Kellogg asked the witness
if he thought it right to put upon the
public a large issue of common stock
which would never pay a dividend.
"Did we ever tell the public it
would pay a dividend?" asked HarriStill-ma-

n

.

man.

Harriman told the story of the deposition of President Fish from the
Illinois Central, which he said was
done by the board because of Fish's
repeated use of the road's funds to
pad the Trust Company statements,
and his diregard of the desires of the
directors.
OF ARBITRATION
TO BEGIN DELIBERATIONS.
E. A. Cahoon and W. M. Atkinson
have appointed Nathan Jaffa, as the
third member of the board of arbitra
tion that is to settle the trouble of
the ditch companies and the city relative to tiling the ditches that run
through Roswell. Both of the ditch
companies have filed signed statements that they will abide by the
finding of the board and the city's
council records show that the city
will do likewise.
The deliberations
of the body are to be commenced at
once and tonight is set as the time
of the first meeting.
Both sides to the controversy have
filed all their documents relative to
the tiling proposition, and the examination of this documentary evidence
will require several night sessions of
the board, it is thought. After these
papers are thoroughly gone over, tbe
board will hear what the attorneys
for the two sides will have to say.
It is thought the board will have at
least four meetings before they will
be able to decide he different points
of discussion.
Tbe appointment of Messrs. Cahoon
BOARD

te

the privilege of correcting and erasing to 6uit myself, there would have
been but little left for publication,
nor did I know that I was being interviewed for publication,
nor that
such an article was going to be published, until I saw it in the Record.
I am quite sure no one else was as
sorry to see it as I was.
But in your letter you say, "I
know exactly where you received the
information which you give out as
the consensus of opinion here." Farther on you say, "but when you re
turn to Roswell, and while being interviewed, attempt to convey the im
pression that the people on this side
of the Territory generally believe
such statements to be true, it seems
to me to be time to protest."
"I herewith enclose a copy of that
interview,
and ask you to read it
again carefully. You cannot find any
where in it, where it claims that to
be "the consensus of opinion there"
or that "the people of that side of
the Territory generally believed such
statement to be true." On the con
trary, you will find this statement:
"This is merely the talk of the poli
ticians at Santa Fe, and I only give
their argument to show the way they
talk about Roswell's young men who
are in such high positions at Santa
Fe." Farther on you will see where
it says, "There are no outside politi
cians present, as the passes have
been stopped." Do you see any "consensus of opinion" or general belief
of the people on that side of the Territory in those statements?
"Now as to .the sentence .to which
I take exceptions, you say, "As to the
second charge that I have been engaged in preventing a reduction of
rairoad rates, I not only deny this,
but' deny that anyone ever told you
that I was so doing." In reply to
that I wish to say that there Is nothing in that Interview accusing you
of anything of .the kind. It merely
quoted them as saying that you had
worked to reduce one, but had not
worked to reduce the other. While
there is nothing In that article accusing you of anything of the kind, since
you say, "I not only deny this, but
deny that anyone ever told you that
I was so doing." In reply to that I
will say, I believe you deliberately
lied when you made that statement,
for I was told while in Santa Fe, that
you were working to prevent the passage of the bill which Mr. Hudspeth
introduced to reduce the railroad
fares, or rates they charge per mile
for passengers. I believed it then,
and I believe it now. And if you say
Qiat I was not told while in Santa
Fe that you had been working to prevent the passage of the bill which
Mr. Hudspeth introduced to reduce
the railroad fares or rates they charge
the passengers per mile, I say most
positively that YOU LIE.
"I deem this entitled to a public
answer," therefore I will hand a copy
of this to the Roswell Record and request them to publish it. Very respectfully,
J. S. LEA.

GEORGE W. PERKINS
CLEARED OF LARCENY.
Albany, N. Y-- , Feb. 26. Tbe Court
of Appeals decided today In favor of
George W.- - Perkins, vice president of
the New York Life Insurance Co. and
member of the firm of J. P. Morgan
&

in the matter of the charge
grand larceny made against bim
connection with payment of funds
tbe New York Life Insurance Co.
tbe Republican national campaign
Co.,

Atkinson and Jaffa is entirely satiafac of
in
of
gent expenses would fall within the to
$15,000 allowed to be appropriated on in 1904.
this account. Few governors of New
Rutland, VL, Feb.. 26. The grand
Mexico have a record of having but
one measured passed over tbe exe encampment of the Vermont Grand
cutive veto in a period of five weeks. Army of the Republic began here toThe governor is gaining strength con day, with hundreds of veterans presMany prominent speakers will
tlnoally in spite of the unprecedent- ent.
ed fight wbich ia being made on bim. deliver addresses during the sessions.

C,

been decided not to accept any bids
for tbe building of the Panama Canal. This announcement was made
today following a meeting of the
cabinet and after the President bad
been in conference for an hour or
more with Secretaries Taft sd4 Root.
An explanation of the reasons for
the decision will, it is stated, be

.

ia-su-

later.

It was decided that there should
be no re-a- vertisemente inviting proposals for the construction of the canal under the plan as first laid down,
out there will be a full consideration
of the whole subject before determining upon a change of the present
procedure.
d

The President has received a lei- ter from John F. Stevens, chief engineer of the Panama Canal Commission, in which he asks to be entirely
,
relieved from the work upon the
nal as soon as be can be replaced by
a competent person and that person
can become familiar with the .work.
The President bas accepted oleveas""
resignation. In order to secure continuity in the engineering control
and management in the future, tbe '
President has asked the Canal Commission to assign to the office of
Chief Engineer Major General George
Goethals, of the Engineer Corps.
Not Much Doing in Congress.
Washington, Feb. 26. The conferees of the two houses on Rivers and

Harbors have almost reached an
agreement and expect to report some
time today.
The house resolved itself into com- - '
mittee of the whole for consideration of the ship Subsidy bill. Five
hours are to be devoted to general de
bate.
New Mexico Case Decided.
D. C, Fetx 26. In an
opinion handed down yesterday the
U. S. Supreme Count decided the case
of Cunningham & Jones vs. Springer
& Dawson, growing out of old litigation over the Maxwell land grant in
New Mexico, in favor of Springer &
Dawson. Cunningham & Jones were
suing for $75,000 attorney fee.
No Trace of Thief.
Chicago, Feb. 26. The government
officials who are working on the disappearance of 9173,000 from the U.
S.
of this city, today de-

Washington,

y

clare themselves unable to trace tbe
theft to any one person, and they
have formed a strong opinion that
the disappearance of tbe money is
not the result of theft, but due to a
clerical error.
Secretary Shaw's New Job.
New York, Feb. 26. Leslie M.
Shaw, Secretary of the Treasury, who
retires from the cabinet March 4th.
according to a story published in tbe
Herald today, is to become president
of the newly organized Cam eg
Trust Company.
FLEECING TOURISTS AT
SALT LAKE CITY.
Salt Lake, Utah, Feb. 26. George
Sheets, chief of the Salt Lake police.
and George Raleigh, chief of detecUeJr
ives, were arrested today, charged f
with complicity in a conspiracy to I
fleece tourists and travelers passing
f
through Salt Lake City.
Canvass for Homes Begun.
t
A committee of four canvassed R4- -'
chardson avenue this morning for
homes for tbe visiting cattlemen and
their wives during the cattlemen's
convention. Sleeping places for about
140 were secured on one street, and
the committee is greatly pleased. Tbe
whole city will be canvassed soon
and every bouse is expected to tvk
some. Everyone should study the mat
ter over and be ready to tell the committee what they can do when called
upon.

(
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All's lovely.

'

Why

If you can't sing, toot a horn.
Hurrah for the solid seventeen.
care?

Listen to the music of the band.
The Record is on the band wagon
All

aboard

for

annexation

to

Texas.
Everything comes to him who will
be good.
"The Old Time
Enough."

Religion's

Good

"The Infinite lies stretched In smil
ing repose.
Democratic prospects growing bright

er every day.

All of us talk too much before we
shed our coats.

The solid seventeen
good fellows. On with

are all jolly
the dance.

---

'f

Pay ton Drug, Book

Stationery

&

Company.

as senate afraid to have the report
of the Bailey investigating commit pondent of the Albuquerque Journal
tee made public? Whitewash will not If the correspondent really was tell
ing lies about the members,' the pa
stick on that kind of a fence.
per itself was responsible, and the
Editor Newkirk, of the Artesia New Mexico libel law certainly is
News, is promising a solid Republican strict enough. It looks as if the mem
county in case his prayer is granted bers were merely mad at the repor
Promising too much, old man. Can't ter for telling the truth and if the
general public should get that notion
hatch 'em from Texas eggs.
who knows but some of the faithful
may lose their seats at the next
gone,
no
and
Over half the session
harm done. Best Republican legisla election.
ture we ever saw. Why doesn't some
"But the uncivil, unavailable man
body make a motion to adjourn, before they do something they will be who is a problem and a treat to so
ciety, whom it cannot let pass in si
sorry for?
lence, but must either worship or
will hate, and to whom all parties seem
machine
The Republican
please make a note of the fact that related, both the leaders of opinion
the "Great White Father at Wash and the obscure and eccentric, he
ington" has mighty little use for helps; he puts America and Europe
moral cowards and dumb driven cat in the wrong, and destroys the sceo
ticism which says, 'man is a doll, let
tie in politics.
us eat and drink, 'tis the best w
The Record has no use for a poll can do,' by illuminating the untried
tician who doesn't play the game to and the unknown. Acquiescence in the
the limit but the man who bets on establishment, and appeal to the pub
the wrong horse ought to be as good lic, indicate infirm faith, heads which
a loser as he is a plunger. Take your are not clear, and which must see a
house built, before they can compre
medicine like a man
hend the plan of it- Emerson.
-

Col. W. H. Mullane. of the Carlsbad
Join the chorus. Let us raise our
to swell the gayety of nations. Sun, recently asserted that heHewas
is
an expert on balky horses.
The solid seventeen are the best hereby notified that the Republican
friends the Democratic party ever band wagon is stuck in the mud at
Santa Fe, and seventeen of the
had.
horse g have balked.
Our idea of a hopeless fool Is one
The Record has observed that the
who cannot see any foolishness in
policy
of "damning the Governor with
himself.
faint praise" iias penetrated even to
Republican circles in Roswell. Men
Perhaps in a fit
pose as his best friends have
XI r. Bursum aas burned that district who
been guilty of this treachery.
attorney bill
ss

Several Territorial officials are to
The valiant seventeen in the low
appointed this week by the Gov
be
er house are making Democratic
ernor, and if his appointments are
votes every day.
confirmed by the Council then we
legislation this
Whoop 'er up for Bursum and the shall get no more
hand wagon. New Mexico is going session. The solid seventeen in the
lower house will see to that.
Democratic in 1908.
The Pecos Valley delegation at
If we cant kick, certainly no per
son will object to our rejoicing over Santa Fe represents 5,000 voters who
glorious Democratic prospects.
have paid more taxes to no the Territorial government the past year
Rio Arriba.
all of Valencia,
than
seriously.
too
yourself
Don't take
Other feople are not Cialf as much Taos, Mora, Sandoval and Torrance
Interested in your doings as you may counties combined.
imagine.
"Blame Is safer than praise. I hate
to be defended in a newspaper. As
long as all that is said is against me,
I feel a certain assurance of success.
But as soon as honied words of praise
are spoken for me, I feel as one that
The "Parson nas causht the tune lies unprotected before his enemies.
at last. This is going to be the big Emerson.
gest Democratic revival in the histo
ry of the world.
"No man is quite sane; each has
a vein of folly in his composition, a
Only one teetotaler in the lower slight determination of Mood to the
house of the legislature. We can head, to make sure of holding him
guess right now what will become of hard to some one point .which nature
has taken to heart. Great causes are
that local option bill.
never tried on their merits; but the
to
Got to let off steam some way, or cause . is reduced to particulars
blow np. Can't criticise the Republi- suit the size of the partisans, and
can majority but just watch us the contention is ever hottest on mi
nor matters. Emerson.
boost for the minority.

Wonder why H has never occurred
to the solid seventeen in the lower
house to impeach the Governor. They
have the votes.

A man recently
returned from
Santa Fe says the lower house of the
legislature has it "strictly in for" the
Pecos Valley, and that it all grows
out of the desire to humiliate Gov
ernor Hagerman and turn the people
of his own town and county against
him. Certain local people, who al
ways have been either openly or se
cretly bitter enemies of the Daily
Record, thought they saw an oppor
tunity to injure the Record in this
unfortunate situation by stirring up
local sentiment against the paper.
Some of the movers are stockholders
in the local Republican organ, and
a lew are disgruntled Democratic
politicians who have been talking for
three months of starting a new Dem
paper.
ocratic daily or
The Record has no time to waste o.i
these men, but we know them all and
can put a finger on the special griev
ance of each one if necessary. Even
the smoothest
backbit
er and slanderer of them all in his
most secret whisperings has been
reported word for word. We have a
good memory for some things, but
do not believe in descending to per
sonalities, except in cases which may
concern the general public. One of
these active enemies is still holding
a grievance against a man who. has
been dead for over two years in other words, trying to visit his wrath
upon tihe widow and orphans.
semi-weekl-

y

velvet-foote- d

WHO WAS "IN?"
"Regardless of the fact that The
Optic has not been "in" on the public printing, it has every confidence
in the present legislature. That there
should be remedial legislation affect
ing the public printing is conceded
by everybody.
The office of public
printer should be abolished. A maxi
mum price for all work should be es
tablished and the placing of contracts
could well be done by some Territo
rial official without additional salary.
This ' legislature has already demon
go down
As tie Record understood the re strated that it is destined to
The resolutions of the Roswell Good
one
history
as
eco
into
most
the
of
Government League were referred to cent interview of County Treasurer nomical ever in
Territory,
the
and
any
of
Lea,
not
himself
did
house
make
lower
he
a committee in de

i

charges" against Attorney General
Reid or the Governor, but related
Yes; . locally, we have been "next" the drift of conversation heard about
to the game all the time but we dis- the hotel lobbies. Mr. Lea's attitude
like to waste ammunition on spar- appeared to be that of a mere on
looker, laughing at what he regarded
rows until we get them bunched.
as an effort to kill the officials off
President Roosevelt gets a little with silly gossip and faint praise.
deeper into the feathers every shot.
The solid seventeen made a bad
If be keeps on shooting, some day he
will hit the railroads in a vital spot. break in jumping on a mere corres- -

the legislature without reading.

.

-

-

The solid seventeen have a right

to hack their Judgment but the
!

,.
-

Let. Kipling's

iMethodist
Doctor of Divinity
ao said: "My friend, a man can
neither be praised nor insulted. But

..Candy Store..

Evee the U. S. Supreme court Sas
plucked up enough courage to render two decisions against railroads
in one day. The Roosevelt spirit r is

Furnish you with the following goodies. Fresh Candies
of all kinds. Shelled and
s,
Nuts, Oranges,
Lemons, Ice Cream,
Cigars and many other
I
good things.

A

--

forgive the counsels; they are very
natural."

crowiaff.

'

Democrats teally should be careful
about advising the Record to sell but
to the - Republican majority. Such
things might come up In some .fu-

ture

campaign- -

the people can rest assured that the
pruning knife will be used at every
opportunity. Las Vegas Optic.
In the face of the fact that James
McNary, then editor of the Optic,
was made public printer by the form
er governor and that Mr. Frost, in
whose
office Mr. McNary had the
printing done, asserts that he has re
alized no profits from it, it would
solve a mystery if the man who
knows would tell WHO WAS "IN"
on the public printing. Raton Range.
ONLY A SCARECROW.

card will he shuffled again by the
people after the present game closes.
,

-

"

voices

absent-mindedne-

-

Now the question is: Was the Tex

Oh, be Joyful. Everybody sing.

"What do we

AND READY FOR
BUSINESS. TWO
DOORS NORTH
JOYCE PRUIT CO

admit the fact

islature blocked, and turn our atten
tion to getting lower freight rates for
the Pecos Valley?

Let the good .work go on.

Let 'em fight.

PRESS.
not simply

Are Moved
--

that the solid seventeen has the leg

But "cave canem."

--

i.lbe

,

.95.00

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

We

-

Editor

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily,
Daily.
Daily,
Daily,

M

to be fought some time, and fought
to, a. finish, v It is . wlL, begun, and
nothing will be gained by deserting
cause .of good government at this
late hour. The facts should be published in full and as fairly as possible. The "people have a right to know
what their representatives in the
legislature are. doing. As for mere
opinions, every man is free to believe
our opinions or form his own opinions. The Record has
some articles from other papers that
were perhaps too harsh and personal
in their nature, and possibly euch republication was
But the
Record itself has not indulged in aaj
mere personalities, except in playful humor with Col. Frost, of the New
Mexican, who iias we believe called
us every hard name that was ever
invented. He talks sometimes as tho'
he were actually mad at the Record
editor but we do not believe 4t. The
Colonel is after larger game. We also believe that he would not do anything to actually injure the New
Mexico Military Institute if he could.
That he 'has been and still is a power in New Mexico politics must be
admitted and certainly he is not
such a fool as to attempt the destruction of the Territory's leading educational institution for mere spite. He
is a wise enough politician to know
a boomerang when he sees it. He
also knows just what is the best
scarecrow to use on each community.

j

On--shell- ed

Ba-ana-

Kipling's Candy Store
--

There are many people In Roswell,
no doubt, who sincerely and honestly
believe that the Record is wrong In
criticising the legislature, thinking
of the danger of the appropriation for
the Military Institute being cut off.
But please remember that it is by
just such threats as this that the old
machine has been maintained through
out the Territory. It has also threatened- to eut off the appropriation Cor
the University at Albuquerque, and
Interested politicians there who were
downed by an. independent citizens
movement last fall, are now using
this threat to work up sentiment against the Albuquerque , Journal and
to force the three members of the
legislature from . Bernalillo county ; to
get on the band wagon. The light has

RAILROAD RATES.
While the Morning Journal
does
not pretend to pose as an expert in
railway matters, it is firmly convinced that the great Santa Fe system
stands much in its own light by charg
ing the people of this territory freight
rates which are much Mgher than
they ought to be.- - This policy is very wrong morally and commercially.
It is wrong imorally for the same reas
on that .it is wrong for a highway
man to take your money because he
"has the drop" on you, and it is al
so wrong commercially
because it
is more "than the traffic will bear,'
without diminishing the traffic and pa
ralyzing the development of the conn
try.
We have no sympathy with whatev
er with the wild schemes which are
devised for the purpose of "cinching
tne roads. On the contrary, we are
friendly to railways in general, be
cause in our opinion, they are to the
state what the arteries are to the hu
man body, and we are especially
friendly to the Santa Fe road, be
cause it is the only tie that binds our
section to the rest of the civilized
world. Though we ask nothing of
the score of friendship, for we ltnow

charges a good deal more than it
charges, for a oar ot,th- .Bamrelgh.t
loaded, at the- same point.'and iiauled
to another town two- Jstmndred and'" fif
ty miles, further.. That; Is wholly and
absolutely wrong,; and. no amoun of
pretty palaver about "common points"
or other stuff in that line - can give
it the faintest sumblance of right. It
is a blunder, morally and commercial
ly; morally because it is wrong, and
commercially .because it serves t to
build up a section from which the
road receives only a fraction of the
traffic, at the expense of a section
from which the road receives all of
the traffic.
.
-

HI

-
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ATTORNEY GENERAL
1 t SPEAKS
TOO HASTILY
Fora lawyer who has been tatfght
fine distinctions' in the meaning of
words, it strikes the Record that Attorney General Reid does not ;read
as carefully as he should before going
into print.
The interview of County Treasure!
Feb. ' 20,
Lea published Wednesday,
in the Record, distinctly said: "This
is merely .the talk of the politicians
at Santa Fe, and I only give their
arguments to show tne way they falk
about Roswell's young men who are
in such high positions at Santa Fe."
Mr. Lea also said: "There are no

flip

YOD--

SEE OUR FINISH
EVERY TIME YOU EXAMINE ANY PLUMBING
WORK THAT WE DO.
II
WHEN WE UNDERTAKE ANY JOB, NO MATTER
WHAT KIND, WE FINISH IT AND IT STAY'S
FINISHED. OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Wf P. Lewis, Hardware

Co.

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

.

outside politicians present."
As to the wisdom of publishing
such gossip the Record will not ar
gue, being "particeps criminis."

For. meat and market pro
ducts, .'phone 425, 107 North
nam Mreet.

Our Jewelry
Line is Complete.
have just received a
of the

We
big: lot
Swastika Indian
Lucky Charm Jewelry, which consists of Hat Pins, Cuff Rut-tonFobs, Watch Charms. Stick Pins, Etc. We can suit
you from a swell line of Gold Bracelets. The lady who
wears short sleeves should haveoneof these piecesof jewelry

s,

Roswell Drug, & Jewelry Co.

Dexter Public School Report.
Was Friend of Roosevelt.
Dexter, N. M., Feb. 22. Report for
Washington, D. C, Feb. 26. It has
Dexter Public School for Month end- developed
that A. 'Oscar Smith, the
ing February 22, 1907:
Pupils enrolled 80; average daily bareback rider who was killed during
LAWYER
the performance of a Wild West show
attendance, 67.
Roswell, N, M.
Oarst B'Id'g.
Pupils present everyday:
at San Antonio. Texas, was a friend
Elda Nickels, Roxie Walters, Clem of President Roosevelt, having been
Krukenmeyer,
Stanley Hair, Elan one of the plainsmen who accompanWalters, Bufoni Tally, Raymond Dura nd, Bessie Menn, Peter Whitman, ied the President on his famous bear
R.
LUND
became
Thomas Caffall, Nina Tally, George hunt in Colorado. They boy
l
. .
Nickels, Reagan
Waskom,
Johnnie a great Javonite with the chief execu
LAWYER
Tally, Bryan Cazier, Eddie Goodram. tive, who urged him to pay a visit at
Speclalty-Navaj- o riining Law
Mabel Lawing, Joe Cazier, Agnes, the White House when he came to
- 324 N. Main.
Whitman, Sophie Bloomfield, Floyd Washington. The president was great
Block.
Walters, Katie Whitman, Lillie Bloom ly shocked at the tragic death of Mr.
field, Virgil Goodrum, Orelia Caffall, Smith who was killed while performJulia Cazier, Ohas. Sterritt, Louise ing a daring feat on the back of a
Holland, Carry Van Den Bout, Oscar diving horse, which plunged off a 40
DORMANT ROSEBUSHES
Halliburton, Inez Holland, Lester Wal foot platform into a tank of water.
At
ters, Iieon Hicks, Eva Winters, Merrii
ALAMEDA
GREEN
HOUSES.
Macy, Leslie Lantz, Pansy Lantz, EdTelephone 184 .
ward Menn.
As This closes the year's work, we
as your teachers desires to thank
patrons and trustees for the hsa
W.
Held.
J. M.
which you have given
'that business is business," but at the rty
were
us
you.
we
serve
while
trying
to
same time we know 4t is not "(busi
Reid & Hervey
FOR SALE.
Respectfully yours,
ness" in any sense of the word for
- -FOR
scrip.SALE.
G.
Land
W.
LAWYERS
E. A. Haggard & Wife,
a road which runs cjrough the coun
Skillman.
42tf
Teachers.
trjr to charge rates high enough to
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 51
ALFALFA SEED Warranted pure.
parafyze the development of the conn
Doty,
Ros1
Chas
mile
of
south
try, because its growth of business
Famous Missionary In Chicago.
well.
OltlO
must depend upon the growth of the
Chicago, 111., Feb. 26. Dr. William
country.
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE:
One
horse
years
r. urenteii, tor fifteen
a mis
l tins is a matter which the mer sionary among the deep-se- a
and buggy. Apply 311 W. Tilden.
fisherchants of Albuquerque feel very keen men of the Labrador coast, today com
03t8
SPECIALIST.
ly and we are fully convinced that pleted his .mission in Chicago and
ALFALFA 30 or 40 tons .first class,
EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
if the able men at the head of the left for the East, where .he will con2nd cutting, and Groceries, at P. V. Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
Santa Fe railway would give the mat- tinue Kie work of coiletcing funds for
Feed Yard, Phone 334..
t6 m. Office: Oklahoma Block
ter that consideration which its im the Royal National Mission to Deep-Se- a
FOR
or
SALE:
four
Three
miles
portance deserves, they would very
Fishermen, an English organizaopen woven wire fence. Apply Oapromptly order some radical changes tion. At a union meeting of the memsis ranch, or phone 347.
tf.
in the freight rates affecting this bers of leading Chicago churches at
.
FOR
SALE.
rotary
drop
One
and
section of the country. Among other the Church of the Covenant last night
Austin
well
drilling
machine.
Phone
things they would learn that for a car Dr. Grenfell told of bis experiences
HAY AND
or Write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf GROCERIES
of freight loaded at a given point and in the frozen Northland. Dr. Grenfell
GRAIN
FOR
culSALE:
planter,
Corn
disk
hauled to Albuquerque, their road now is a physician and surgeon as well as
tivator,
Studebaker hack, road
Ho.
220,
a missionary, and through his efforts
scraper, grindstone and other tools
four hospitals nave been established
204
at
West Alameda avenue.
on the Labrador coast. He has given medical and spiritual aid to thouFOR RENT.
sands of fishermen, traveling from set
Typewriter.
tlement to settlement by dog train in FOR SALE:
Address
Box 531.
the winter and by ship in summer.
0t6
Five
stores have been es FOR RENT:
Unfurnished rooms.
tablished in Labrador by the mission,
Inquire at T. C. Market.
04t3
treeing fishermen from the clutches
room
Large
FOR
RENT:
suitable
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
of the professional trader.
for two gentlemen, 212 N. Ky.
05t2
Negroes Attend Nebraska Ball.
-- TWO SHOWS DAILAlliance, Nab., Feb. 26. Two ne FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
groes, wearing costumes of Chinese
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
85tf
Main St.
mandarin and Sunny Jim, attended
"tin
1
s?-.
a wnite bail at Hyanms, a little town FOR RENT:
Seven-roounfurn
sixty miles east of here, and their
ished house, $30 per month. Miss
Program
discovery caused great excitement
R. Moore at American NationNell
tFor
which threatens a race war. The aff
0Gt2
al Bank.
air was given by the social elect of
1. Overture.
Hyannis and all the dancers were re
2. Alps Thru a Telescope.
WANTED.
quired to be masked.
The negroes.
3. Who's Who.
EXPERT TUNING.
WANTED:
Experienced irrigator at
who were waiters at a local hotel
4.
Song.
"Where Southern
Telephone 322.
Slaughter
99tf
the
Farm.
were
courtly
in
assiduous
and
their
Roses Grow."
young
present
to
attentions
the
ladies
5. Overture.
WANTED:
Four or five room house
none of whom suspected their identi- 6. Sky Scrapers.
06t3
at once. Address Box 367.
Notice.
y until the time for unmasking. Then
7. Song. "Pal of Mine."
will be a special meeting of
There
popular
a
WANTED:
for
Salesman
the blacks attempted .to escape from 8. Professor Retort.
priced line of cigars. Good thin? the stockholders of the Roswell Oil
the hall, but were compelled to re9. Exit March.
for a rustler. Address wita previous Company March 6th at 7:30 p. m. in
move their disguise. Then came the
experience and references, M. W., the ollice in the Texas Block, for the
screams and curses, followed by the
05t2 purpose
care Record.
'
lynching,
of increasing the capital
of
the
.but
threats
intruders
Complete Change of
Candy salesman for the stock.
succeeded in cutting their way out WANTED:
Program
with razors. A thorough search is be - towns covered by the Pecos Valley
LEE A. REYNOLDS.
Secretary.
railroad. Must have beat of refering made for the negroes and if they
ences and show ability as a husare captured will probably be harsh-Figure with B. F. Smith when you
y treated for their escapade.
tler. Address, M. W., care Record.
05t2
want bugtcy palntlnjc Phone 176. Ttf
Ohio Hardware Dealers.
Columbus, O., Feb. 26. Over 200
delegates assembled here today for
EMMETT PATTON. V. Pre.
ADMISSION
ED. 5. QIBBANY, Sec.
F. DIVERS. Pres.
the annual convention of the Oiiio
The
State Hardware Association.
meeting will last three days and many matters of interest to .the trade
Tour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
will be considered.
No Reserved Seats
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Dr. T. E. Presley

E. B.

Phone

5T0NE
5th and

Piano Bargains

Majestic
THEATRE

Y-

7j!5 and 8jl5 p. m.

r-s-

m

To-Nigh-

Bernard Pos Piano Co

MONDAYS

&

THURSDAYS

Reliable Abstracts

lOcts.

For the Children
two
Matinees Mon. sand
Sat 3 p. m.
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I have 80 acres Minnesota Iron ore
land to ; exchange for 10 or 20 acres
adjoining town of Roswell. .Price $50
per acre. Write me with full descrip
tion. Henry C George, Staples, Minn
04t3

Eyes tested tree at L. B. Boellner,
88tf
and Optician.

Jewlr

vour land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.
"

,

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
J1"

Phone

330.-OFFIC-

INCORPORATED.

OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

--

cbtrfr until 1912. For tMs'1 intermed
the public, records of localities . In
d'T
iary regency, so to speak, the" "'iTiftl
which ' Americana had control were igchoice ' was George B.Cortelyon,3 of
snapshot
nored. ' T5ds
:"-- '
..
New York.
has- - greatly injured1 the territory and
But when the tearing of the cloak
curdled the usually sweet tempera-o- f
scandals revealed
from the
residents Lij i
its ambitious, justice-lovinthat, as' Chairman of the Republican
Scarcely more satisfactory was the
"Nattonar ttommittee, Mi-- . Cortelyo&V
junket" of congressmen, under the
Tawny
had' been 'spending 'campaign contrileadership of Representatives
butions Hfted from the trust funds
and Madden who' bestowed barely a
of widows atrit "orphans, hist ST8?'
glimpse on the manhood or the redential form was stretched in the- wn
sources of the territory, and openly
WESTERN FEDERATION OF MIN
proclaimed
were
they
"an
their
that
Water-Right
Land, 40
Hondo
ERS OFFICIALS' TRIAL SET
Whether the taterregnium ' jtheqry
way to Arizona to look at a mine."
FOR
MARCH
FIFTH.
might
ever have been possible of prac
One cannot ielp liking and admiring
This land
acres in alfalfa.
tice, or was only a dream of daunt
this brave,' patient people, and Joining
less imagination," there is no doubt
with them in the loving toast, "New
whatever 'that when Mr. Roosevelt
Mexico is all right." They are pursu
can be had for a few days at
Quits the White House he plans 4o
ing the patriotic development of their
resourc
agricultural
leave there a residuary legatee to carand
vast
mineral
$35.00 per acre.
NOW AWAITING DEATH
ry out his program of national peres with a dignified indifference to tem
formance.
In iiis official family 'the
porary misfortunes and obstacles that
intellectual chief Is Mr. EHhu , Root,
is bound to triumph eventually. With
a star of the first magnitude,' shining
out enumerating in detail these sourc
with undimmed brilliance in whateX;
es of wealth, it may illumine the subject to say that in some portions of Chester Gillette Will Likely Suffer er course it swings. His superb tal
ents the President admires inordinate
the territory there are veins of
Death Penalty Soon.
The
experience
coal forty feet .fa thickness.
Feud of Kentucky. Count ly, as few who have had
with his wealth of mental equipment
and that in other sections anthracite
Boni Seeking Reconciliation.
do not. Him the President would reand bituminous coal are simultaneous
N.
ST.,
ROSWELL,
M.
flAlN
joice
to see a successor to fulfil what
NORTH
same
mine.
from
ly
the
extracted
303
the present Chief Magistrate has un
As to Education.
dertaken. Doubtless he judges - Mr.
The sweeping charge of wholesale
Root correctly in believing that while
founded,
is
well
is
not
and
ignorance
Wallace, Idaho, Feb. 25. The state most of the service of his life a serand unfair election laws, and a go as a species of misrepresentation based
you please,
corporation Jaw on the influx of negro and foreign-bor- this morning closed its case against vice illustrious In the annals of Amer-cainequalities of assessments, careless
law has ibeen devoted to, and
coal miners, and the extence Steve Adams, charged with the mur
and incompetent collection of taxes, within her borders of a large number der of Fred Tyler, saving for the last while his personal sympathies wholly
and licensing of public gambling.
of Mexicans who, while they have not hour's testimony of Bulkeley Wells, incline toward, the corporations which
Like California, even long after acquired the English language, yet former adjutant general of Colorado, Mr. Roosevelt has been fighting, the
statehood had ibeea conferred upon read and write Spanish with ease. who told of the confession of Adams Secretary of State, first of all, essen
her. New Mexico has within her bor According to the reports of the Un made to him while the prisoner was tially and unalterably, is a counsel.
ders a large number of "native sons' ited States commissioner of education enroute from Boise to Colorado in Bhvin Ward man, in Mrch Broadway
Magazine.
Some of these like the Pachecos, the for 1900, New Mexico stood
custody of Detective Thiele and Dep
Sepulvedas, and the De la Guerras
in a column of fifty, for illitera uty Sheriff Johnson. Wells testified
Editor Weds Secretly.
in southern Califor cy. The proportion of illiterate pop that Adams confessed that he helped
of historical
New York, Feb. 26. The secret ma
BETTER nia, are among the noblest and most ulation above ten years of age in Simpkins "bump off" two men In the
GOVERNOR
GOOD
high'minded men in the United States New Mexico was 33.2 per cent.,' while northern part of Idaho, who had been rriage has just been announced of
THAN A BUREAU OF
PUBLICITY.
and,
as a whole
taken
the the average for the whole United giving Simpkins trouble tn connec Edward F. O'Brien, of the editorial
Mexican population
constitutes an States was about 10 per cent of the tion with timber claims. He denied staff of the New York Tribune, to
of Brooklyn.
element which may be reckoned with entire population. Between 1890 and that any threat was made or induce- Miss Mildred Correard
' performed
un
was
ceremony
The
'1
percentage
of
politically and morally, for a
long 1900, however, the
ment offered to Adams ta secure the
known to the friends of both the 'bride
time to come. A few years ago New literacy decreased from 44.5 to 33.J confession.
and groom. O'Brien was one of the
Mexico was a wilderness in which No one can live among the English
A RICH TERRITORY
first newspaper men to land in Manila
life and property were perpetually in speaking settlers in New Mexico and CATTLE PERISH IN
CANADIAN BLIZZARD. when Uncle Sam assumed possession
hazard; today she is a peaceful, en truthfully assert that their standard
ergetic commonwealth, and pulsing of intelligence is low, while only a
Medicine Hat, Assa., Feb. 26. Nev of the Philippines, and for some time
in the throws of impending great de "tenderfoot" would attempt to under er before in the history of western was editor of the Manila Daily Free
velopment ; a few years hence she rate the intelligence of the average Canada have the cattle raisers of this dom, and later editor and owner of
the Manila Sunday Sun.
A California Writer Points Out the will 'be recognized as an "empire In American miner or prospector. Town district suffered such terrible losses
o
town,
gauged
population.
by
New
for
beyond
computation
which
blizzard
during
fierce
as
rich
the
herself
Vast Resources of New Mexico.
'Workmen Quarrel Over Funds.
this winter throughout As
Comments on the Recent Message in natural resources, climate, intellect Mexico claims to match the intellect has
Lawrence, Ran., Feb. 26. The Kan
and manhood a worthy accession to ual plane of Iowa, which is said to be siniboia and 'Alberta. The extent of
to the Legislature by Governor
any galaxy of states, however, enter the highest of any state in the union. the losses cannot ibe. known until the sas grand lodge of the Ancient Order
The Bar Association has just taken spring opens up, but it is believed by of United Workmen, at its annual ses
prising and cultivated. "New Mexico
is all right" and is "working" out her preliminary steps toward straighten some that many thousands of head sion here, will consider the disposit
destiny with a courage, a patience and ing out harmonizing and codifying of cattle have perished. In the vicini ion of the emergency fund, now
of territorial stat ty of Medicine Hat blizzard iias follow amounting .to $38,000 which was lev
hopefulness that will one day arouse the
admiration of the entire American utes and the governor has recommend ed blizzard in quick succession and ied on all jurisdictions by the su'
There has been and there Is still the
ed the enactment of new election laws the cattlemen have been unable to preme lodge. In many sections con
nation.
a great deal of Interest taken in the
as a matter of urgent necessity. The care for their herds. The stock
tributions to this fund were refused,
Have Been Slandered.
present election laws were enacted
states In the fight being waged in
and when the supreme body drew on
snow,
acros
wind
hurled
and
the
The people of New Mexico have
commencing with the leg the plains at a velocity almost incred- the Kansas Lodge for the amount col
this Territory for good government. been wilfully and maliciously slant!
lected Grand Financier F. E. Fearl
Probably one of the results will be ered by those from whom they, and islature of 1865, and afford almost un ible. .
opportunities
One
for
limited
fraud.
refused to pay it until the delinquent
on
Throughout
the
traffic
winter
the
fav(be
more
seekers after knowledge concerning of the most important of the gover
that the Territory will
Canadian Pacific has been demoraliz jurisdictions paid up. Many of the
expect
right
treatthem,
to
fair
a
recognized
had
Is
known,
orably
when it
nor's recommendations is for (the se ed and the branch lines to northern prominent members of the lodge in
best citizens bitterly re- lection
that such a fight is being waged, and ment. Hersuperficial
of Impartial election boards, Alberta and Saskatchewan have at this state are in favor of keeping the
and supercilious the judges
sent the
of election now being ap- times (been wholly abandoned.
The fund in the treasury of the Kansas
with every prospect of success.
manner in which her people and inA recent article in the Los Angeles ternal affairs have been laughed at pointed by partisan county commis problem of fuel, which at times al lodge .until 'the questions now pend
re most became tragedy, has been par- - ing before the supreme lodge are set
Among other political
sioners.
Times is based largely on the mes- by senators and representatives in
tled and this action will probably be
sage of Governor Hagerman to the congress. They are still smarting un forms advocated iby the governor are
challengers
appointment
at
the
the
of
taken.
Territorial Legislature. The article her the damaging allegation and lim- pollsViy
each county central commit
is as follows:
itation made by members of the Sen- tee; personal registration, a system
Woman Dramatist Sues Corbett.
a few of primary elections, and the adoptate committee on territories
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 26. A damage
It is better, far better, for advertis- years ago. This committee, on the oc ion
SOUTHWESTERN
suit for $10,000 has been filed in court
of the Australian ballot. On these
ing purposes to have a good govern-no- r casion of a flying trip, made "a
says:
here by Miss Lillie R. Kerbs, against
governor
a
is
points
"It
the
pro
Chan a bureau of publicity and
Bigelow report," on conditions
SAVINGS, LOAN &
James J. Corbett, the .pugilist actor.
pre
well
our
known
under
that
fact
motion. California has on numerous then prevailing, which was deliberat
The plaintiff alleges that two years
sent system,
the nominating con
occasions tested the truth of this as ely unfair and unjust as still to ran- ventions are while
BUILDING ASSO
ago she submitted to Corbett a five- emanate
to
supposed
sertion, positively and negatively. kle in the breasts of men who feel from
act drama entitled "The Power of the
people,
controlled
they
are
the
CIATION OF LAS
And now New Mexico is about to gar- pride in the land of their nativity or
Dollar." She alleges that the manu
by a few.
And our present sys
ner the fruits of the honest and 'bus- adoption, this long cherished anger tem
script was never returned and that
open
is
balloting
in
elections
of
VEGAS.N. MEXICO
iness like message of Governor H. J. is directed especially against senators to many
a few months later Corbett produced
abuses. In some counties it
Hagerman to the territorial legisla- Beveridge and Dillingham, who were
play after changing the name and
printher
were
reported
no
is
there
that
ture. His message contains about the spokesmen of the party. It is
making a few (unimportant changes.
names of
containing
the
ballots
ed
20,000 words, but it Is 'not a sentence claimed that they slighted and repulsCorbett denies the charge and declardelegate to congress
too long. Now its contents have been ed the friendly overtures of the most candidates for
es that he never heard of Miss Kerbs
ASSETS
legislature.
In
of
members
for
the
digested by the Intelligent citizens of intelligent citizens of the territory,
or her play.
'stickers were placed over the
219,797.87
the territory, there is a great demand-fo- who wished to enlighten them, and others
names
on evregular
nominees
the
of
copies of the document, as it is confine their investigations mainly ery
Violent Deaths in Gotham.
ballot before leaving the hands
being recognized as being worthy of to the capital city, Santa Fe. Here
Best.
Strongest
and
York, Feb. 26. The report of
New
county
the
of
central committee."
they interviewed with glee a justice
circulation outside of the territory.
$116,-00- 0
the coroner of the borough of Manhat
Has
Loaned
Rich
Careless.
and
Among the advantages of Governor of the peace who happened to
be
tan for the last year shows that 5,908
in Roswell.
New Mexico is very Tich and" corHagerman. which are likewise ob- drunk and a half w.itted boy whom respondingly
persons met sudden or violent deaths
But despite
careless
stacles to statehood,may be mentioned they encountered on the street. When years of
during that period. Among the names
by
office
holders,
the
abuses
sparslty of (population and high per- they called for "papers" they select- territory
R. H. McCune.
listed is that of Stanford White.
finangood
in
is
condition
centage of Illiteracy;, confusing and ed those of the county and judicial
cially. Its' bonded debt, November 30
Manager.
Local
contradictory general laws, defective districts officered by Mexicans, while 1904, was $950,000,
The City of Tucson, in our neigh
and on the same
boring territory charges $1,000 a year
H
was
$843,000 a reduction
date 1906
for license to conduct a retail liquor
hi two years of $107,000. The reducbusiness, and the Star, in an article
tion during the last seven years agon the subject says:: "The $1,000
gregated $407,000. There are now in
municipal liquor license for Tucson
prob
solved
and there is little
various sinking funds $103,000, leav- tially
be allowed to stand. Some of the
ing a net debt of $740,000. Between ability of further suffering this winter will
leading
saloon men are coming to re
now and May 1. 1908, there will fall on that account. The snow fall still
that a reduction of the license
due current expense bonds to the continues with a few intermissions alize
followed by a de
amount to $140,000, for which funds and the wind at times reaches a ve- would be quickly
option
a
election
local
for
mand
for payment are or will be available. locity of sixty or more miles an hour
which would most likely carry if put
of
account
ranchers
take
When
the
Thereafter no bonds will become due
a vote of the people. This would
stock in the spring it is likely that to
until 1919.
many will find themselves ' poverty mean total prohibition of the liquor
Albuquerque Jour
Sprint for Youngsters.
stricken through their losses of the traffic in Tucson."
nal.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 26. The Sa past winter.
- - National
nta Barbara stakes an event for two
Educational Meeting.
ROOSEVELT'S HOPES.
Chicago, Feb. 26. Prominent edu
year olds, is the feature of the Ascot
cators from nearly every state of the
card
The race is at a Cortelyou, Root, the Presidency
Union are assembled in Chicago to1908,
Interregnum
and the
furlongs
distance of four and one-haday
for the annual winter meeting of
Theory.
and has $1,000 added money. B. Sch- the National Educational Association
one
Roosevelt's
No
of
President
neber s Horace E. won first - money
intimates questions in the slightest The sessions will continue for three
business
last year in this event.
degree his - immovable determination days and much important especially
New Orlenas, La, Feb. 26. Seven- not to be a candidate In 1908. It may will be transacted, relating
jurriin?f.mMits for the fifteenth annu
ty horses have (been entered for the be set down as a- fact, requiring only tn
al convention of the association j It
verification,
that
he
absolute
time
for
Carnival stakes, one of ,the Crescent
has been decided to hold the conven
City club's additional stake races' for would not take the nomination that tion in Los Angeles, Cal., from July
elected
were
nominated
he
and
if
two year odds, which will be run at
against his will, he would not take 8 to 12. The National Educational as
the Fair grounds track,
the election handed to Mm on a gold sociation is the largest body of teach
era in the world.
platter.
For loans on improved Pecos ValNot in 1908.
Eighty acres, well improved jf
ley real estate at lowest rates, apply
One of his cabinet officers says that
giving full particulars, to Box 76, care the nomin-tiomiles
from court house, for sale f at
four years later would
0t30
Record. Roswell. N. M.
bargain
a
for a few days. Carlton
be an entirely different matter. The
BelL
&
according
of
which,
plan
the
to
letter
.
See me or phone me at once for
trees. Will be in RosweU continually the Roosevelt bond, reckons next year
Good feiedi gradepiano to exchange
not a later period
until the first. Wyatt' Johnson. 2t6 ma tnipossibiWty.-lwi- t
the-- -J place for' wagon-anteam. H. y.- ermflO&tf.
Rakes, Spades and Hoes at Matin's. should be held as a sort of reserve lion.
--
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Per Hundred

It antedates the set
tlement of Jamestown by nine years,
and that of Plymouth by twenty-twyears, and has stood during the 308
years since its creation, not as a cold
rock monument, .with no claim upon
the interest of humanity except the
bare fact of its continued existence
but as the living center of everything
of historic Importance In the southwest. Through ail that long period
whether under Spanish, Pueblo, Mexican
or American control, it has been
PLAN TO MAKE IT A BRANCH OF
the seat of power and authority, whe"' SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE.
ther the miler was called viceroy, cap

THE OLD

o

PALACE

tain-genera- l,

h

hodge-podg- e

Poul-tne-

United States;

I

ITS

EVENTUAL

CAREER

political

chief,

depart-

ment commander, or governor, and
whether he presided over a kingdom,
a province, a department or a territory, that has been his official rest-- ,
dence.

"From here Onate stated In 1599
on his adventurous expedition to the
eastern plains; here, seven years lat-- .
er, 800 Indians came from far-of- f
Quivaro to ask aid in their war with
and
Scenes
of
Sketch
the
Short
Events of Over Three Hundred the Axtaos; from here. In 1618, ViYears In and About the Oldest Build cente de Saliver set forth to the Mo
qui country, only to .be turned back
ing in the United States.
by rumors of the giants to be encountered; and from here Penal osa and
his brilliant troop started on the 0th
of March, 1662, on their marvelous
expedition to the Missouri; in one
ar
and
A most important historical
of the strong rooms the commissary
chaeological movement is on foot general of the inquisition was impriof soned a few years later by the same
which provides for the
the old palace building and grounds Penalosa; within its walls fortified as
in Santa Fe to the United States gov- if for a siege, the bravest of the Spanernment, and the establishment of a iards were massed in the revolution
branch of the Smithsonian institute of 1680; here, on the 19th day of Autherein. No plan has ever been evolv gust of that year was given the ored which would Ibe of more value to der to execute 48 Pueblo prisoners
to the nation from an archaeological in the plaza .which faces the building;
standpoint. The entire southwest is here, ibut a day later was tie sad
and from war council held which determined
rich in ruins,
the Spanish and Indian regime, and on the evacuation of the ctty-Tiethese should be carefully preserved was the scene of the triumph of the
and gathered to the most natural cen Pueblo chieftains as they ordered the
tral point for the benefit of this and destruction of the Spanish archives
future generations. No more fitting and the church ornaments in one
use could be found for the oldest grand conflagration; here De Vargas,
building in the United States. No on September 14th, 1692, after the
others way can he thought of which eleven hours' combat of the preceding y
would do justice to the enterprise, uay, gave inanics to virgin Mary, io
except to make a great national mu- whose aid he attributed his triumph
seum of the building, put it in per- ant capture of the city; here, more,
fect repair, and maintain it as a gov- than a century later, on March 3.
1807, Lieutenant Pike was ibrought.
ernment building.
As a national monument, the fed- before Governor Alencaster as an Ineral government .with its resources vader of Spanish soil; here in 1822
would keep the building in good con- the Mexican standard, .with Its eagle
It and cactus, was raised in token that
dition, iays the New Mexican.
would give it the prestige that it de New Mexico was no longer a depenserves but which at has lost of late dency of Spain; from here, on the 6
years. Tourists have been excluded day of August, 1837, Governor Perez
from the greater part 'of the build- started to sibdue the insurrection
ing and the parts of the building that in the north only to return two days
they were stoown were not clean, later and to meet bis death, on the
The grant 9th, near Agua Fria; here, on the sue
dust covered, neglected.
to the government must be uncondi- ceeding day, Jose Gonzales a Pueblo
r
tional under the Lacy aot for only in Indian of Taos, was installed as
of New Mexico, soon after to
ease of an unconditional grant is the
president empowered .to accept it. be executed by order of Armijo; here,
But it can ;be .arranged with him and in the principal reception room, on
the department of the interior that August 12, 1846, Captain Cook, th
the custodianship be placed in the American envoy, was received by Gov
hands of the archaeological institute ernor Armijo and sent back with a
for 'the purpose of establishing its message of defiance; and, here, six
projected school of American Archae- days later. General Kearney took for
ology therein. The custodians would mal possession of the city, and step!
provide ample quarters for the New after his long weary march, on the
Mexico Historical society, for an aux
'i '
" buu uwi ui wav )MHu;eiliary archaeological museum, would Coming down to the more moder i
establish a library of Americana, op times, it may be added that here, G if
en reading and lecture rooms and eral Lew Wallace wrote "Ben Hur,"
would give the building prestige and wmic gutiuur
.iue m?i i hwrj in jew
advertising that would redound to the and 1880."Cimmaron News and Presl
profit and glory of the commonwealth
To Whip Three Pugilists.
and especially of its capital city. This
Los. Angeles, Cal., Feb. 26. Before
would be and should he the ultimate
destiny of the historic old adobe pile the Pacific Athletic club tonight Jark
whose claim to nationad recognition O'Brien of Philadelphia will try to
is so beautifully voiced in the classic stop Jim Trimble, George Brown and
L .B. Prince Abdul the Turk in six rounds each,
language of
o
says:
when he
TRADE.
"Without disparaging the imporWe Ciave some fine land In artesi- tance of any of the cherished historical localities of the east, it may- be belt, well located, to exchange fof
truthfully said that this ancient pal- Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma prop
ace surpasses in historic interest and erty.
CARLTON & BELL.
value any other place or object in the
V

pre-histor-

re

gov-erno-
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Get Our Estimates en Bill:

Phone No. 35
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Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
"

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.
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New program, MojeBtic tonight, 10c

' Chicken and Ice "cream ' dinner at
the Shelby tomorrow. Regular price

I. B. Rose went to Dexter last evening on business consieoted with the
A. L. Watkina arrived last night
herd of horses he Is feeding there.
from Fort Worth to epend a few days
with hds son. G. A. Watkiaa, a cadet
Ladles desiring sewing done by the at the Military Institute.
day at home, call at 607 N. Ky. ave.
Satisfaction and references given.
W. F. Crandall and H. E. Mull, well
known contractors from Artesia were
05t.
here Sunday and Monday, returning
J. E. Bevan, of Welch, la., who has home on Monday's local.
been here a few days, left Monday for
.
o
Lake Arthur, where he will locate.
Ira Mlnnick, of Wichita, Kansas,
who has been Ciere two weeks selling
Dr. C. F. Montgomery and wife, of photographic supplies, left Monday
Lake Arthur, returned home last evfor points down the road.
ening after spending two days here.
o
S. M. Broberg, of Nebraska, who
Mrs. Sarah A. Baker, who has been
been down the valley looking at
here visiting her son, J. E. Mitchell, has
country,
came dn Monday morning
the
left Monday for 5ier home in Arteela. to spend a few days in Roswell.
N. C. Lauderdale went to Artesia
Philharmonic Orchestra recital on
Monday to remain two days looking
night, February 28th, tickThursday
after his land interests and town' lots. ets
on sale at Daniel's Drug stire.
Mrs. Mary Mayberry, of Socorro, Admission 15 cts, reserved seats 25c.
who has 'been lie re two days looking
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Paup have arfor a claim, left last night for Carlsrived from Harlin, Iowa, and will
bad.
make their home in Roswell, having
M. W. Evans and Mrs. J.K. Hearte bought property here for a residence.
came up from Lake Arthur Monday
Mrs. A. H. Sweetland returned to
morning to remain one day on busi
her home in Lake Arthur Monday afness.
ter spending several days here with
W. L. Sears came down from Ken-n- a her parents, Mr. and Mts. M. J. Hart-malast night to spend a few days
with friends and to look after busi
Mrs. H. A. Davidson left Monday
ness.
for her home in Fort Worth after
Mrs. Blanche Ellis Essler arrived spending three weeks here with her
last night from Cairo. Illinois, to sister Mrs. Thomas Higgins of South
spend two months with Mrs. R. S Springs.
"

Beet yet. Majestic tonight. 10c
Sear

our

Boe liner,
cheaper.

S

and 10c counters. Makln

the

O. A. Daviason

Jeweler,

baa

It

S7t

came in last night

from Amarlllo.
Clayton Jones, of Hagerman spent
Monday in Roewell.

Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sate
at the Record Office.

I W. Holt, of Hagernxan was here
yesterday on ' business.
Sam Well left Monday morning on
a business trip wp the road.
W. F. Moore, of Hagerman was a
business visitor Siere Monday.
R. W. Knight arrived last night
from Denver on a business visit.

-

o-

a short business trip to Hagerman last night.
W. F. Greenwood made

J. S. Town send went to Carlsbad on
Monday to attend to cattle business.
er L. Bowman, of Dexter came up
Monday morning to Bpend the day.

.

Chicken and ice cream dinner at
the Shelby tomorrow. Regular price. Taylor.

o
Miss Belle Parker of Hagerman Is
spending a few days with bomefolks
Miss Fannie Morris arrived last
Henry George and wife left Mondyy
for ti elr home in Staples, Minnesota. ening from Portales to visit relatives in Roswell. Miss Parker is ra charge
of the of the central telephone office at Haand friends the remainder
german.
J. G and Ed Bruner, of Hagerman week.
were business visitors here monday.
Miss Edna Randle, left yesterday on
For meat and market proWillows, cottoowoods, poplars, elms
return to her home in Ft. Worth
her
425. 107 North having
spent two weeks here visitand catalpas. Wyatt Johnson, 'phone ducts, 'phone
Main Street.
02t6
E02.
ing her father J. T. Randle, and other
ev-

o

D. C. Steele left Monday on a two
Willard Jackson came down from
trip to points as far south as
weeks'
Amarlllo Sunday night on a business
to solicit picture enlarging
Carlsbad
visit.
contracts.
J. E. Rhea, of Bovina, is making a
Mr. and Mrs.
W. McKamey. of
business visit of several days in RosKansas City, spent two days here seewell.
ing the country and left last night for
The Star Bakery is sending its pies Carlsbad.
cake and bread out in a brand new
Mrs. Nettie Beeman, of Amarlllo.
wagon.
who spent two days here with friends
Muncy has the best transfer outfit left last night for Malaga on a bus!
in town, and takes care to please his ness trip.
customers.
Miss Tennie Ford left Monday for
J. H. McPherson went to Hagerman Brown wood. Texas, where she will
last night to spend a week at his bar- make her home with her uncle and
go to school.
ber shop there.

J

o

o

Walter Long and niece, Miss Caro
man last night to remain two days lina Candler, came in yesterday from
El Yeso ranch to spend a few days
inspecting cattle.
o
in Roswell.
I. S. Osborne, of Carlsbad, came
in monday morning to spend a day
Miss Lora Byers, who has been here
or two with friends.
visiting her sister Mrs. Minnie Lard.
left Monday for ber home in Canyon
Misses Lena Bramrwell and Lei ah City, Texas.
Croft went to Elida Monday morning
on a short (business visit.
Mrs. Albert Ho man arrived Saturday night to spend several months at
C Porter returned Monday from a the Roswell Tent City. She is from
trip to Artesia, where he was looking Corning, Iowa.
after business interests.
Arthur Hart man returned to hi3
Mes dames Hill, Thompson and El claim near Lake Arthur Monday morn
lis will assist wRh the Gyp Junior Ing after spending a few days here
entertainment March first.
with his parents.
o-Miss I ram Totzek has gone to ArteWill Lawrence came up from Lake
sia for a two weeks' visit with her
Arthur Monday morning to prepare
later. Mrs. E. E. McNatt.
for a trip to Kansas City, upon which
J. T. Durham, cook at the Richards he left this morning.
Hotel, went to Boax Monday to secure
Mrs. C. I Boone left Monday for
some lots in the new townarte.
her home In Donaldson, Texas, after
She took up
Rev. H. F. Vermillion left Monday spending a week here.
Valley.
a
In
the
claim
morning for Hagerman and Lake Arthur on business for ixia brother
W. J. Alter, who came in Saturday
Miss Cleo Eppenheimer arrived this with a carload of goods from Richland
morning from Carlsbad to spend a Iowa, left Monday for Hagerman, and
will locate at that place.
'week with Mrs. J. A. Manning.

I

relatives.
Mrs. C. E. Taylor arrived last night
from Paola, Kansas having come to
see her brother, Elmer C. Powell,
whose death was .mentioned in laat
night's Record.
Mrs. J. E. Levers, of Enid, Oklahoma, who 'has been at Boaz for several days, arrived last night with her
three children and will make Roswell her home,
o

Frank Womack and Latt Caldwell
of Fort Smith. Arkansas, who are out
seeing the country and have spent
several days in Rosweil, went to Carls
bad on Monday evening.

Don't fall to hear the trio, for violin, flute and piano by Miss. Eva
Nelson. Mr. Trube and Mrs. Nelson,
it will be a rare treat. Philharmonic

tl

Orchestra Thursday night.

The Philharmonics Orchestra wishat their recital on
Thursday night .they have put the
price of admission "way down" in
order to give every body an opportuni
ty to hear the "big" orchestra
tl.
ing your presence

o

W. M. Reed returned to Carlsbad
last night to resume his work of supervision of the construction of the
Avalon dam, after an absence of several days here and at Santa Fe.

Plant Pie Plant.

Now is the time. Large stock of
fine roots Just received. Roswell Pro
05tf
duce & Seed Co.
Mrs. J. S. Lenox and Mrs. Harry
Lenox left last night for their new
homes in eastern El Paso county,
Texas where they have taken up considerable land under the Texas state
law. They will join other members
of their family who are now on the
land.
See new change, Majestic,

10c.

A good program ' tonight. Majestic.

The pleasure of hearing .the vocal
solos by Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. KUgour and
Mrs. Williams at the Philharmonic
concert Thursday night la of itself
worth many times the price of admis
sion.

ti

W. R. Foster left Monday for his
home In Lake Arthur after spending
several days here attending the sick
bed of Chas. W. Foster, who is slightly improved but is stall in a serious
condition.
E. C. Jeffress, traveler for the Plat
ter Tobacco Company who has been
here several, days, went to Elida Mon
day in the interest of the Jaffa Pra
ter Company who handle his goods
is retailers and distributors.
Prof. J. D. Tlnslev left last nieht
for Dexter. He will return to Roswell
during. tHe Cattlemen's convention,
April 16 to 18, and take charge of a
Dry Farming Convention which will
be held here during that meeting
He will deliver an address on that
occasion on "Methods of Dry Farm--

TAG ENDS OF N EWS.
The trial of Charles H. Moyer, William D. Hay wood and George A. Pet
tlbone, officiate of the Western Federation of "Miners, who are alleged to
have instigated the murder of ex- Governor Frank Stuenenburg of Ida
ho on December 30, 1905,: has been
set for March 5,- one week from today.
in district court at Caldwell, Idaho.
It Is likely that a change of venue
will be asked, for, owing to the alleg
ed efforts of the enemies of the defen
dants to arouse a feeling of animosity
to them' in the vicinity of Caldwell,
where the crime was committed.
The case of Government against

-

i

--

t, f

'

"

,

v.v4
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Sheriff Shipp of Cbatanooga,. Tenn.,
who is charged with contempt of the
United States supreme court, will be
resumed late in March. Several men
alleged to have been implicated in the
lynohing of Ed Johnson, a negro, are
also defendants in the case. The attorneys for the negro, who had been
convicted of criminal assault, appealsupreme
ed to the United States
ing.'
court and the rapist was 'taken from
the jail by a mob and hanged while
Arthur Ingham and Fred
Henry the appeal was pending. The govern
came in Sunday from Mr. Ingham's ment alleges that Sheriff Shipp failed
sheep ranch. They were just one to take proper precautions to protect
week on the road, Slaving let their his prisoner.
horses get away one night and having
Dr. Lazare Wischnewetzsky,
the
to stop several days at a ranch. Mr. Russian doctor who some time ago
Henry is now working for Mr. Ing- created a sensation in a New York
ham having given up his place with street oar by denouncing a young woSidney Bremner.
man passenger as a "female Caruso,"
and guilty of improper liberalities
Mr. and Mrs. H. C .Jones left Mon- with male passengers, has been sent
day for their home in Memphis, Mis- to the pscchopathic ward of Bellevue
souri, after spending a few days in hospital, having (been found to be inThey sane. The indecency complained of
Roswell seeing the sights.
were accompanied here by E. R. Bart-le- t by the physician was found to exist
t, a real estate agent and immigrat only in his own mind.
ion agent of Memphis, Tennessee,
Mrs. Francis L. Roosevelt, wife of
also by Mrs. D. B. Glaze and Elmer William O. Roosevelt of New York, a
Kirkpatrick, prospectors from the second cousin of President Roosevelt
same place.
has been gran-tea divorec by the
New York courts. The couple were
HESS A. CO., SUCmarried fifteen years ago, in Paris
CESSORS TO WALTON. where Roosevelt was an art student.
After making such changes and The case was tried In private and the
improvements as were necessary, so grounds for divorce were not made
public.
that the new photographic instrument made in No provision for alimony was
the decree.
we use could be used to the best adPresent appearances indicate that
vantage, we are now prepared and Chester Gillette, now awaiting death
ready to do the best and finest por- in the electric chair at the prison at
trait work that has ever been produc- Auburn, N. Y., wil soon be forced to
pay the penalty for the murder of
ed in Roswell. We very cordially inGrace Brown. The case has been ap
05tf
you
vite
to visit ovir studio.
pealed but it is rumored that the famHESS & CO.
ily of the youthful murderer has re
fused to furnish more funds for the
A Great Success.
The Roswell Nurseries, owned by defense and that the attorneys for
R. F. Cruse, are proving a big suc Gillette will abandon him to his fate.
The trial of Judge James Hargis,
cess He has sold over 15,000 trees
this spring. The wise planter will do the political boss of Breathitt county,
well o get his prices. His trees wore Kentucky, for the murder of Dr. B.
not hurt by the freeze last fall. He D. Cox, will probably Ibe resumed at
Is selling them by the wagon load an early date. Citizens of the county
have appealed to the governor and
every day.
the court of appeals, stating that an
early resumption of the trial is necWoman's Club.
essary to prevent a bloody outbreak
Wedmeet
will
Club
The Woman's
Hargis-Cockre- ll
feud. A hear
nesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at of the
ing in the case was commenced some
Carnegie Library. Mrs. J. J. Hager- time ago
but was brought to a sudden
man will have charge of the day. Sub- end by the demonstrations of the ene
05t2 mies of Hargis, who alleged
ject, "French Revolution."
that
Judge W. M. Cranes, who was the
trial judge evinced 'too much friendNotice.
This Is notice to the public and all ship for the defendant. Judge W. M.
real estate men that I have made A. Cranes appealed to the governor for
O. Millice my sole agent to handle military protection, but the proceedmy properties known as the Craw- ings were stopped to allow the court
tract ly- of appeals to decide whether Cranes
ford Orchard and a
ing between the railroad and the L. s qualified to act.
Cables from Paris state that the ap
R. Smith place and notice of with
peal of Count Boni de Castellane from
drawal Is hereby given.
I want a man to prune, irrigate the decision of the French courts
and plow. Make application to my granting a divorce to his wife, fermer-lAnna Gould of New York, will not
06to
agent, Room 8, Texas Block
come up for hearing before May or
E. L. WILDY,
June. In the meantime the decree
206 Grant Bdg., Los Angeles. Cal.
will not be fully operative, thus allow
ing the count to press his suit for a
Attention.
Real estate men, .take notice. There reconciliation. Many friends of Count
will be a meeting of the Roswell Real Boni have interceded in his behalf,
ty Board on Thursday, the 2SCi, at ibut so far without effect other than
3:30 p. m. Important business. All to confirm the countess in her deter
members are requested to be present. mination to be freed from her noble
husband for all time.
R. H. M'CUNE, Secy.
06t2
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Stockmen's Convention Envelopes
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AMERICAN

AND ELWOOD

Field Fence & Poultry Netting
,

A bio; display of the latest and 'beat in wire
goods. Prices ordinary. You can save
money if you buy here. Our fencing does
not sag, rust, or injure the stock.
Satisfac-tion.Ouarantee-

See

i fJ ill

?

d.

our line.
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Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South

Main--Pho- ne

175.

The largest and most
stock of LUMBER,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

Negroes Will Back Foraker.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 26. "Foraker for
president in 1908," is the battle-crof the negroes of the South and the
result will probably be apparent at
the next Republican national convention, when the colored delegates line
up solidly for the Ohio Senator. For
ager's championship of the cause of
the discharged negro soldiers of the
Twenty-Fiftinfantry has put him in
the light of a hero to the colored citizens of the South and it is stated by
negro political leaders here that all
the members of their race are for
Foraker. Already a quiet campaign

THE DISTRICT
COURT OF
CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
City of Roswell to the
Use and Benefit of L.
B. Craig, Plaintiff.
No. 1038.
vs.
Charles F. Bryant,
Defendant.
By virtue and authority of an exeeu
tion issued out of the office of the
Clerk of the District Court in and for
Chaves County, New Mexico, and to
me directed in the " above case, and
being number 1038 on the docket of
said Court, I have levied upon atid
seized the following described real
situated in the City of Roswell.
County of Chaves and Territory of
New Mexico, and have charged the
same with the lien under the execution in the said cause and judgment,
dated January 30th. 1907, for the sum
of $126.25, being the debt, damages,
interest, and $19.40 costs of suit
together with interest thereon from
January 30th, 1907, until March 16th.
1907 at the rate of twelve per cent,
per annum;
Lot number 1,
block number 7, of Sparks' Addition
to the City of Roswell. as shown on
the plat of said Addition now on file
in the office of Probate Clerk and
Recorder of Chaves County.
New Mexico.
And I will, on the 16th day of March
1907, between the hours of ten ami
eleven o'clock in the forenoon of said
day, in front of the front door of the
Court House in the City of Roswell,
County of Chaves, Territory of New
Mexico, sell to the highest and best
bidder for cash hi hand, the property above described, to satisfy said execution and accruing costs.
C. L. BALLARD.
Tn5t.
Sheriff.

h

is being conducted by colored politic
tians and ipreachers and the work of
"rounding up" the delegates has begun. Unless some unforseen event
arises every state of .the South where
the negroes control the Republican
party will send Foraker delegates to
the convention.
Aside from the admiration of the negroes for the Ohio
Senajtor, there are great financial interests iback of his candidacy,
and
there is a suspicion that many of the
colored politicians who are working
for Foraker will not be allowed to
lose anything through their efforts.
In any event, Senator Foraker is the
almost unanimous choice of the ne
gro race for the presidency and
will probably be felt at the
convention.
then-influenc- e
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To Debtors and Creditors.
NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
By virtue and authority of an exThose having claims against me
will please call as soon as possible, ecution issued from the office of the
clerk
the District Court in and for
and they will be paid. Those know ChavesofCounty,
Territory of New Mex
ing themselves to be debtors will do ico, and to me, directed wherein T.
The Nebraska authorities, acting a like favor by calling and settling L. Carothers is plaintiff and Andrew
Olson is defendant being suit number
under the inheritance tax law, have at once.
I
999 on the docket of said court.
completed the appraisement of the
06tl.
G. W. CAZIER.
have levied upon and seized the folo
estate of the late Edward Rosewater,
lowing
chattels charged
The amateur theatrical entertain- with thedescribed
founder and editor of the Omaha Bee
lien of an mortgage and
Institute last judgment therein dated 14 day of Deand have valued it at $486,500. Of ment at the Military
a great success. A detail- cember, 1906, for the sum of $210.mi
this amount $158,610 is in life insur- night was
and interest and attorneys fees for
will be given tomorrow.
ance and the balance consists of stock ed write-u- p
Said
$21.00 and for costs thereon.
n the Bee Publishing Company and
property described as follows:
Judge
Pope
Wm.
SanH.
will
leave
wagon,
complete.
One
the Bee Building Company.
ta Fe Thursday, going by the way
One McCormick mowing machine
An appeal has been filed in the case
bay horse 4 years old, unbrand
One
El Paso to Carlsbad, where he will
of
of Dr. J. Herman Feist, the promied, about 17 hands high.
be
Saturday.
nent physioia-- of Nashville, TennesOne sorrel horse unbranded, 9 years
old, 15 hands high.
see, who was recently found guilty,
One gray mare unbranded, 9 years
sentenced to be hanged for the murU. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
old, with wire fence cut on left hind
der of Mrs. Rose Mangrum. The wo
leg.
(Local Report.)
day of March. 1907.
man disappeared on December
19,
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 26. Tempera at I 11will on the 13
o'clock a. m., at the floor of the
1905, and her body was found float- ture. Max., 66; min., 32; mean, 49.
court
bouse
in
said county and Terriing on the Ohio river over a month
Precipitation, 00; wind N., velocity tory sell at public auction for cash
later. It developed at the trial that 4 miles; weather clear.
to the highest bidder the property
I
Dr. Feist had been intimate with the
above described to satisfy said , exe-- j
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
cut! on and cost.
murdered woman, and that she had
Fair with increasing cloudiness toC. L. BALLARD.
drawn a considerable sum of money night and Wednesday;
Wedcolder
Sheriff Chaves County N. M.
from the (bank shortly before her tra nesday.
By O. Z. FINLEY. Deputy.
Tu5t.
gic death.
M. WRIGHT,
McGlashan fits keys, at Makin's.
Official in Charge.
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Bankers Defeated Joyce-PruBoys.
a

"MEET ME AT THE PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S CONVENTION
ROSWELL,

HEW

MEXICO,

APRIL

1?,

17

AND

18."

it

Have this printed on the backs of your "business envelopes.
Bring your envelopes to the Record Office. We do the rest.

t
The Bankers' team beat the
employees in a matched bowling tournament at the Jewett bowling parlor last night. It was a close
and enjoyable match, the winning
team Scoring but five pins more than
their adversaries. The total score
was: Bankers, 1,943;
1,938. A return engagement is being
arranged for the a ear future. The ladies present were Mesdames George
M. Slaughter, Charles Norvell, John
Gross, G. B. Jewett and Oleson.
Joyce-Prui-

Joyce-Prnit-

sis

Poller

Per

Thousand,

I

a,

Chicken and Ice cream dinner at

the Shelby tomorrow. Regular price.
Illustrated song, Majestic tonight.

Ingrain Paper
That
We

will not fade. We have it.
have everything in high grade

Wall Coverings

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

